
 

Personal Introduction: 

My name is Joe Domino and this is my hemp story. It begins with my introduction to the hemp industry 

to me meeting the longtime hemp legend, Craig Lee—whose memoirs I would later go on to write. As it 

so frequently happens, one research project led to another. After self-publishing “Craig Lee’s Kentucky 

Hemp Story,” I pivoted into WW2 hemp history in a big way: I visited two National Archives, one 

maritime museum, as well as, conducting extensive research online.  Telling my story serves two 

purposes. The first is to establish a historical record for the benefit of both my company and the hemp 

industry as a whole. Secondly, is to give an overview of the documents—hosted at 

gourmethempfoods.com/history—for those interested in doing their own research.  

 

 



Company Introduction: 

In accordance with my company’s mission, ‘Awakening the World to the Benefits of Hemp,’ Gourmet 

Hemp Foods LLC restores hemp history in addition to developing, manufacturing and distributing 

delicious hemp foods. One facet to our historical restoration effort is to open-source all the research I 

have done and make it accessible at www.gourmethempfoods.com/history. My hope is to collaborate 

with like-minded advocates to celebrate America’s hempen past in new and exciting ways. As a 

company we’re dedicated to leveraging our distribution to share interesting historical hemp facts to 

broader audiences.  

 

 

 

My Hemp Story: 

My introduction to the American hemp industry was a bite into a hot dog bun made with hempseed 

flour/protein. I discovered later that the hemp was sourced from Canada. The year was 2014 and not 

only was it impossible to source American hemp seed products, it was illegal too.  



The owner of the food cart, selling those hemp hot dogs, was self-proclaimed hemp guru, Cindy 

Schaeffer. Cindy was a diehard ‘hempster’ and called herself an ‘OG’— an original hemp advocate from 

the 1990s. I would be remiss not to credit Cindy’s unbridled enthusiasm for cannabis; her passion was an 

important catalyst that jumpstarted my own hempen journey – and what a journey it has been so far! 

 

Moreover, Rob Ujevic, one of my business partners with GHFoods, was a student at VCU in 2015 and 

had been the one that introduced me to Cindy’s Hemp Dog Café which sold its ‘hemp dogs’ on campus 

during lunch hours. Rob has not only been a steadfast proponent of Virginia’s hemp industry; he has also 

been the bedrock behind Gourmet Hemp Foods. I could not have accomplished all my research 

initiatives—while simultaneously building a hemp food company—without him. 

 

 

 

Early on in our journey Rob and I joined forces alongside the Virginia Industrial Hemp Coalition (VIHC). 

The VIHC spearheaded the activist/lobbying efforts to establish licensing protocols for Virginia industrial 



hemp growers. Our association with VIHC provided us a turnkey platform to expand our network, as well 

as, enhance our own understanding of how to build a hemp company legally. At one VIHC meeting Rob 

and I would meet one of our future business partners: sixty-year-old Southern Virginian, Geo Ogburn. 

Geo had big aspirations for industrial hemp in his neck of the woods: economically impoverished S. 

Virginia, which badly needed a new cash crop to replace the once ubiquitous tobacco. Sadly, Geo passed 

away in January of 2019, but not without leaving quite the impression on both Rob’s and my life.   

 

It was not until the 2019 Farm Bill, signed by President Donald J. Trump, did the flood gates open up for 

both hemp entrepreneurs and growers alike. Leading up to this point only Universities were allowed to 

lawfully grow hemp. Therefore, Geo initiated a relationship with Petersburg’s HBCU, Virginia State 

University. That’s where I’d meet Dr. Wondi Mersie—VSU AG Department’s Dean of Research. We 

simply wanted to know how VSU could help. And help they did. Dr. Wondi Mersie offered VSU’s 

research farm to be the venue for Virginia’s first ever hemp field day. 

 

 



I took responsibility for identifying and booking the speakers and Rob invited the entire VA General 

assembly to attend. Some politicians did attend despite the negative connotations still plaguing 

industrial hemp. The first two VSU Hemp Field Days attracted 150 paying attendees and, in its third year 

(2019), 400 people would attend packing-out VSU’s largest assembly hall. Witnessing, first-hand, the 

evolution and expansion of Virginia’s hemp industry has been a rewarding and enlightening experience. 

 

Rob and I knew we had jumped on the hemp bandwagon at the right time; yet it was important for us 

not to become opportunist. Getting to know longtime industry advocates, like Cindy Schaeffer and Craig 

Lee, only deepened our appreciation that we stood on the shoulders of hemp giants.  

 

My journey into the annals of America’s hempen past began with some notable book titles including 

Jack Herer’s “The Emperor With No Clothes (1985),” Chris Conrad’s “Hemp: The Lifeline to the Future 

(1994),” and, published more recently, Doug Fine’s “Hemp Bound: Dispatches from the Front Lines of the 

Next Agricultural Revolution (2014).” In addition to reading books, I also familiarized myself with the 

‘Hemp For Victory’ wartime propaganda reel, the ‘Hempsters Plant the Seed’ documentary featuring 

Woody Harrelson, and “Jack Herer- The Emperor of Hemp,” a documentary which chronicles the life and 

times of America’s most legendary hemp advocate.  

 

When immersing myself into these historical accounts, never did I imagine I would follow in Jack Herer’s 

footsteps debunking the most important conspiracy plaguing the modern American hemp industry: the 

cover-up of the ‘American Hemp Program’ during WW2. I will overview my experiences in order to 

establish a historical record for how the War Hemp Industries Inc. (WHI Inc.) corporate documents 

entered the public domain.  

 



Why the WHI Inc. research is important 

The War Hemp Industries Inc. archive is important because it captures a moment in time where the men 

and women of the U.S.A. built the world's largest processing capacity for hemp fibers within only a few 

years. This exclusively American industry had been coordinated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s  

Credit Commodity Corporation’s headquarters located in Chicago, IL. The Credit Commodity Corporation 

(CCC) employed, managed and troubleshot a comprehensive and mind-boggling vertical agriculture 

processing industry. An industry that included hemp seed variety research, seed distribution, University 

training support, fiber-grading standards, equipment leasing, mill management, safety standards, price 

setting and support programs, sales and marketing, and shipping to the end customer.  

 

 

 
Every document I handled was official from the corporate by-laws, the meeting minutes, the stock & 

trust certificates, the daily correspondence, the training documents, the Master Contract (establishing 

the management’s relationship within the government-built hemp mills), The Warehouse Contract, The 

Seed Distribution Contract and even the War Prisoner Contract fully accompanied with the Geneva 

Convention rules on utilizing prisoner labor—which they legally had to pay! 



In all, the government built forty-one hemp fiber processing mills which cost the taxpayer approximately 

$300,000 each. These mills were strategically spread across several midwestern hemp-producing states 

to ensure maximum security in case of a natural disaster. Essentially, hemp had become a high-priority 

commodity in order to satisfy the insatiable needs of America’s maritime war machine burdened with 

the responsibility of sustaining a two-oceanfront conflict. With much ingenuity and hard work America's 

hemp industry had poised itself to become the envy of the post-war peacetime world. If the demand for 

hemp hadn’t shriveled-up as quick as it did when the war ended, as well as, its vital role subsequently 

covered-up, America’s hemp production could’ve realistically been the most fundamental feedstock to 

supply the post-war commercial and consumer boom in plastics, textiles, cordage and paper goods.  

 
Sadly, the American Hemp Program relied on emergency wartime declarations—like the War Production 

Board's M-84 Order that required domestic cordage companies to utilize 10% of hemp fiber within their 

primarily sisal ropes. Therefore, without the demands of a ‘war economy,’ the Government wasn’t 

compelled to continue its support of a program which found itself in Harry Anslinger’s crosshairs whose 

Narcotics Unit decried that the foliage from industrial hemp posed an imminent moral threat to the 

nation’s youth.   

 

 



Like a rag doll the American hemp industry was thrown off its savior perch back to its to sinister roots. 

The real victims were those citizens who built, operated, innovated and propelled this purely unique 

American industry. These domestic industrial patriots were disregarded with little more than an 

afterthought. And when the Narcotics Unit began imposing prohibitive measures on the very same 

hemp processors whom assisted the Government with jumpstarting American Hemp Program in the first 

place, that same Government did nothing to repay them the favor.  

 
The reality was simple yet hard to swallow: a bureaucratic industry—setup where the Government 

owned and sold the commodity on behalf of both grower and producer—would’ve attracted too much 

ridicule as being communistic and counter-intuitive to free market principles. And hemp, as a multi-

threat commodity, faced-off with both raw and finished goods produced by capitalists within the value 

chains of jute, sisal, abaca, as well as, domestic farm products like cotton which, also, sought a dominant 

market share for its excess wartime production.  

 
In addition to hemp’s standard competition, there was, also, a concerted post-war effort to accelerate 

the innovation of petrochemical synthetic substitutes. Chemical synthetics maintained the distinct 

advantage of being produced without the uncertainty and inconsistencies that accompanied 

agriculturally produced goods. It was, as if, the War Hemp Industries Inc. came to symbolize the nation's 

lack of pre-war preparation—like a crutch to be ashamed of—instead of the unprecedented national 

success that it actually was. 

 
The restoration of this hidden past is important to revise the history books in order to celebrate these 

unforgotten domestic industrial war heroes. It’s beyond time to acknowledge their efforts on the home 

front on behalf of those that gave the highest sacrifice overseas. Secondly, this industrial epoch is 

important for contemporary historians that wish to understand the vital importance of the commodities 



which undergird our national security. Lastly, this history maintains value for modern hemp farmers and 

processors who can study the best-practices that were used to operate hemp mills that could 

sustainably process harvests from 4,500 acres of farmland  

 

Craig Lee’s Kentucky Hemp Story | UKY’s Margaret L. King Special Collection Library| Lexington, KY 

 

The inaugural year hemp could be grown for research (2015) the University of Kentucky would be the 

first one to host a hemp field day. Since Rob and I had still never seen a hemp plant we decided to make 

the trek to Kentucky. Geo volunteered to drive. During the trip Geo kept jabbering about meeting Craig 

Lee—one of the forefathers of the modern hemp industry. All I knew about the man was that Craig was 

featured in the groundbreaking documentary, Hempsters Plant the Seed (2010).  

 

The first person we’d meet in Kentucky was Craig’s sister, Sharon Lee. She happily ferried us to Craig’s 

abode where he awaited shirtless with toes steeped in a plastic baby pool. I’d soon learn this was 

‘Classic Craig.’ Almost immediately, before I could even say hello, Geo made his move, “Joe is a writer, 

he can write your book.” ‘Classic Geo.’ Putting me on the spot was all a part of Geo’s grand plan. I had 



five published articles up to this point; but, what the hell, I asked Craig flatly, “Tell me a story.” I 

might’ve as well signed my name in blood.  

 

I would have to supplement Craig’s entertaining stories with hard research. Luckily, Craig had that too. 

Part of Craig’s notoriety was that he was the curator of the Kentucky Hemp Museum Library Van that 

he’d drive nearly 100,000 miles across the country. He sincerely loved educating anyone, any time, that 

would listen to the gospel of hemp.  

 

Everything Craig had collected, throughout his years as the nation’s most notorious hemp advocate, 

he’d donate to the UKY’s Margaret King’s Special Collection Library. A month later I’d drove back to 

Lexington to begin researching. Little could prepare me for the collection’s volume: 30 folder boxes 

chalked full of documents, artifacts, photos, meeting minutes, pamphlets, reports, newspaper articles 

and much more.  

 

Between Craig’s stories and his collection, as well as, supplemental research from the web, it took me 

three years to finish Craig’s book. The book covers a twenty-year timespan from 1990 to 2010. The 

entire narrative, excluding select excerpts, is told from Craig’s point-of-view. Craig’s memoirs are a 



tribute to all those hemp advocates that ‘planted the seeds of knowledge’ which would eventually 

blossom into a prospering American hemp industry.  

 

You can read a free PDF version of, “Craig Lee’s Kentucky Hemp Story,” at 

www.gourmethempfoods.com/history or you can purchase your own copy at Amazon.com.  

 

Farm Security Administration’s WW2 Hemp Photographs | National Archives, College Park, MD 

 

During my in-depth research for Craig’s book, I’d come across other threads of interest. One worth 

following up on was a listing for ‘lantern slides’ a part of a War Hemp Industries Inc. collection held by 

the National Archives. They were stored at College Park, MD, National Archives. For those interested, 

lantern slides are translucent glass slides that would project photo-realistic images utilizing a flame as a 

light source. 

 

I made a day trip to Maryland to discover what I could. After going through the process of becoming an 

official NARA researcher, I beelined to the room where the collection was stored. In addition to 

http://www.gourmethempfoods.com/history


retrieving the lantern slides, the research attendant pulled a box that contained both Flax and Hemp 

photos. These WW2 photos were taken as a part of the Farm Security Administration initiative; an 

initiative tasked with documenting the domestic war machine.  I never heard of the FSA before; I 

learned later that this program was responsible for capturing many iconic shots like Rosy the Riveter.  

 

 

The complete FSA collection can be viewed online, but conspicuously you won’t find any of the hemp or 

flax photographs. Before I left the College Park National Archives, I sat down with a professional NARA 

researcher. On my behalf, the researcher did a deep dive into the entire National Archive database. They 

struck gold. There was a War Hemp Industries Inc. archive stowed away in Kansas City, Missouri. Thirty-

three linear feet of archival documentation. This told me there was substantial information to be 

learned enticing me to make the trip.  

 



War Hemp Industries Inc., Corporate Documentation | National Archives, Kansas City, MI 

In January of 2020, I had pre-arranged with the Kansas City National Archives’ representatives to have 

the War Hemp Industries Inc. documents ready upon my arrival. I had no idea what I was about to trifle 

through for sixteen hours over the next two days. There was more research than one person could 

handle. I trusted my instincts to capture what seemed important. It nerved the NARA staff how fast and 

hastily I went through the documents; they reminded me to be careful or I’d get kicked out!  

 

 

It was only afterwards that I could dissect my haul. I captured meeting minutes, stock certificates, hemp 

seed distribution ledgers, contractual agreements, important correspondence, blueprints, plant 

photographs, plant manager bulletins, and much more. I was able to capture enough evidence why War 

Hemp Industries Inc. was needed and how it operated within a bureaucratic war economy.   

 



In summary, the War Hemp Industries Inc. was incorporated in Maryland on February 3rd, 1942. The WHI 

Inc. was mandated to train and manage the mill managers who were, in turn, responsible for processing 

and accurately grading hemp fiber. The mills themselves, all forty-one of them, were nearly identical; 

the mills were modeled from ones that had been in operation since the first world war. The mills were 

built by the Defense Plant Corporation which was under the umbrella of the Reconstruction Finance 

Corporation (RFC). The RFC deserves recognition—more than any other governmental department—for 

financing the necessary investments needed to build-up the domestic war machine.   

 

The War Hemp Industries Inc. never took ownership of the hemp itself: whether it be the seeds, the 

stalks, or finished product.  Nor were they involved in the marketing and sale of the hemp. In fact, the 

Government—though the Department of AG’s financing arm, the Credit Commodity Corporation (CCC)—

took sole responsibility for owning and distributing anything lawfully considered cannabis sativa. 

  

The CCC would store and distribute the seeds to the farmers. The cost of the seeds would be deducted 

when the Farmer brought his harvest to the government-owned mill. The farmer liked this arrangement 

because he had a guaranteed buyer. They, also, liked the arrangement because they weren’t on the 

hook for the cost of the seed in case a hail storm ruined their crop.  The CCC took ownership of the 

harvested stalks upon arrival to the mill. Because the Government took all liability, they put in place 

stratagems like pre-grading fiber while it still grew in the field. There’s one notable example where a 

disgruntled farmer felt the Government graded his crop wrong and believed he was owed much more 

than what they gave him.  

 



 

The highest hemp fiber grade, ‘dressed line fiber’, was exclusively allocated to the domestic cordage 

manufactures under War Production Board (WPB) Order M-84. Domestic cordage companies were 

required to use 10% of hemp fiber in their mostly sisal rope. The hemp percentage was projected to 

reach 25% if the war hadn’t abruptly ended.  

 

Lastly, I retrieved the dissolution documents which showcases how the government disentangled WHI 

Inc.—a supposedly private enterprise—from government management. My summary merely scratches 

the surface of what the WHI Inc. archive contains. I am personally excited to see how others will 

leverage this information for their own research objectives.  

 

 



Tubbs Cordage Co. Corporate Archive | National Maritime Museum, San Francisco, CA 

After leaving Kansas City I continued to San Francisco. There was one last visit I couldn’t pass-up: the San 

Francisco Maritime Museum. Within the museum’s collection was the Tubbs Cordage Co. corporate 

collection which contained information about the domestic cordage industry during the war. The archive 

also includes information on Tubbs Cordage’s presence in the Philippines. 

 

 

In addition to unique pictures of both abaca fiber cultivation and cordage manufacturing, there’s also a 

pamphlet that captured the mentality of the cordage manufactures during the beginning of the war. The 

War Emergency Service Book No. 3— published for rope dealers by the historically prominent east-coast 

Plymouth Cordage Co.— spoke to the supply chain disruptions of raw materials, wartime demands being 

placed upon the industry, and the qualities of ‘wartime rope.’  Wartime rope, being made with 10% 

hemp fiber, was inferior to the traditional abaca ropes since Filipino abaca fibers had to be conserved 

for essential cordage uses like oil rigs and lobstering.  



Another great find was the book, ‘Men of Rope,’ which told the Tubbs corporate story. The most 

pertinent chapters were the chapters during the war. Those chapters told how the Japanese seized the 

city of Manila within the same day Pearl Harbor was attacked; and how the Japanese ran their cordage 

facilities during the war. This book clearly illustrates that WW2 was a war for resources—and the seizure 

of the Philippines was clearly a massive blow to America’s domestic economic base. 

 

Online Finds | Three Hemp Hearings 

One of the three congressional hearings posted on Gourmethempfoods.com/war-hemp is the hearing on 

The Utilization of Farm Crops (Fiber), which took place on May 19, 1944. As if intentional, the title of the 

hearing obscures its true nature. The purpose of the hearing was to interview witnesses concerning the 

operations of the War Hemp Industries Inc.. The Senators that sat on the Subcommittee of the 

Committee On Agriculture & Forestry would receive the unvarnished truth about the ‘American Hemp 

Program’ directly from its operators.  

 

There was Fred Butcher, the President of the WHI Inc., who expounded how he trained, personally, 

every plant manager. It’s evident he was adept at his job—he could recall every aspect of the operation. 

Another important testimony was the Department of AG’s Hemp Division Director, S.H. McCrory. He 

concluded his public statement by saying that the country deserved to keep a few of these hemp mills 

operational after the war.  

 

Interestingly, there was sincere astonishment on behalf of the Senators. They were amazed by the scale 

and scope the American Hemp Program was able to achieve in such a short duration; they were 

especially impressed by the men that answered the call to action. Unfortunately, one year later the 

entire hemp program was in peril. The next hemp-involved hearing would be before the Committee On 



Finance, United States Senate and appropriately named Hemp and Marihuana: An Act to Provide for the 

Coverage of Certain Drugs Under The Federal Narcotic Laws. This hearing took place on May 24, 1945 

and featured both pro-hemp representatives and Narcotic Unit antagonists. 

 

The purpose of the hearing was to amend the 1937 Marihuana Tax Act in order to prevent a prohibitive 

transfer tax. The tax being proposed would fine hemp farmers one dollar for every ounce of 

leaves/foliage left on the hemp stalks when they were delivered, or transferred, to the mill. The tax was 

asinine. Hemp producers knew that the hemp leaves rotted by the time they reached the mill. All hemp 

grown for fiber had to be left in the field for weeks in order to naturally decay the bonds between the 

outer fiber and inner ‘woody’ hurd (a process called retting).  

 

This 1945 hearing best illustrates the pressures that faced the ‘legitimate hemp industry’ near the end of 

the war. The hemp farmers reminded the Committee on Finance several times that the Narcotics Czar, 

Harry Anslinger, promised in 1937, during the Marihuana Tax Act hearings, that the bill wouldn’t impair 

the legitimate hemp industry. In the end, without military order protections, the world’s largest hemp 

industry succumbed to bureaucratic bullies desperately reasserting their jurisdictions after the war. Like 

the politicians on the committee, very few among the public—besides those located in the ‘hemp 

producing states,’—knew the importance of the American Hemp Program during the war. 

 
 
Your Support Matters! 
 
Just like our five-pepper fusion Hemp Hottie Sauce creation, there's five owners that have come 

together to create Gourmet Hemp Foods LLC. You've already heard about Rob and myself, but the 

company wouldn't be anything today without the expertise and dedication from our Directors of Hemp 

Food Innovation, Tye and Reggie Hall.  



 
Between them, Tye and Reggie can boast forty-years of culinary experience. They met in the Army and 

have been happily married ever since. When they're not helping #GHFoods they're running their own 

Richmond-based food truck called Hook's Lunchbox.  

 

Lastly, the newest owner on the #GHFoods team, Joey Pulleit, has come onboard to assist with our 

wholesale bulk ingredient sales. In addition to hemp, he’s passionate about Agorism and crypto-

currencies.  

 
Every purchase of Gourmet Hemp Foods’ product supports our entire team, the hemp industry, and the 

community in which we reside. We appreciate your support and together we will continue ‘Awakening 

the World to the Benefits of Hemp.’ 

 

 


